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Oct 5, 2014 Ive successfully compiled it on my PC (i5 4450,
GeForce GTX260,12GB RAM,64 bits OS). And if not, i can
give u more information. Jun 4, 2018 Hello there,I want to
know that how to install the gsdx11.nfo file (which is in game
folder) to the PCSX2. When i doubleclick on the gsdx11.nfo
file my game is off, because the 'HotKeys' folder dont have
any gsdx11 file in it. I am using Pcsx2 emu (2.0) and have:
Jun 12, 2018 I've been having problems in running GSDX11,
when I press a button in-game it closes (seemingly without
any errors) and the console shows this: (voxel.crat) (1)
Error:GetProcAddress(graphics_hw_sse4.dll, "voxel_map")
Jun 23, 2018 I'm trying to follow these steps: but I can't make
it work, the plugin causes the game to freeze when I press
some buttons. I'm using gsdx11 1.1.4. I'm running a Nvidia
GTX 1050, windows 10. Nov 23, 2018 I'm using a GTX
650ti and the game boots only at the main menu (I've never
been able to run it). It's not all the same problem that you
have, I don't know what to do, I've spend hours trying to
configure everything so I can even try to install graphics
plugins, but I can't do so because I can't boot the game. Nov
25, 2018 I've been trying to install GSDX11 (after editing the
file GSDX.cfg) in my pcsx2 but i can't install it. All i get is
an error when I try to run the game: Nov 27, 2018 I've been
trying to install GSDX11 (after editing the file GSDX.cfg) in
my pcsx2 but i can't install it. All i get is an error when I try
to run the game: Nov 27, 2018 I know this might be a bit off
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THANX FOR UPLOADED!! . Perhaps you could also try
with Windows 10 pre-release software in order to test the
impact of Windows 10 compatibility under your GPU. On
Windows 10, both NVidia and AMD GPUs have DX11 H. If
you get positive results, you could also try to clarify with
Microsoft, but you should also be aware that the Windows 10
may change the filesystem way of installation, which means
that using the Microsoft Windows Store may not be the best
way to update your software (and I'm not sure that this
possibility has been tested for a DX11 application, but it is
worth checking). Ok sorry, try now the Pcsx2 version, I have
another Pcsx2 download version, but try the spesific windows
version you have (I need to instal it ). Hope it helps!! It does
not work for all game. For example some games(SBK 1.8,
BC ) I have lag ( game card is GeForceGT X70). Maybe you
can try it. I've tested it and I had lag on the game. But if I test
with dx10 then Its fine. Another strange thing to say is that I
installed it, and the DirectX version doesn't mention
anything. But on this link ( I found a generic version of the
pluggin for all DX version (DX9, DX11 ) download_link
"path_to_plugin" I noticed that some games, require specific
DirectX, but on his GitHub page it only says. Minimum:
DirectX 9.0c In my opinion, it's different to Vista, I think
that because Vista optimized the game and the pluggin so. As
I'm trying to change the windows version at first... But it does
not work well (maybe because of patches or additional
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requirements ). wait for my next update. This is all I can help
you with this question. Q: How to start a service for a
specific time interval? I have created a service, it works fine,
but I just realized that the service runs automatically, and I
don't know how to prevent it, I will start service once in
24hrs, How can 1cb139a0ed
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